Get Wet games
Wet Hare Hunt
Like Sparky rabbit hunt, except the outside three teams use balloon launchers. One team moves
around in the middle of the square while the other three try to hit them with balloons. Players who are
hit with balloons must leave the square. There is a 30 second time limit.
Submarine Race
Teams form a four-person train and race around the circle, one lap each and then into the center for the
center pin. Other teams stand outside the square and throw water balloons or shoot squirt guns at the
opposing trains as they pass through their team zones.
Catch Em
Two catchers from each team stand in the middle of the square with buckets and try to catch water
balloons lobbed by teammates. They can also catch balloons tossed by other teams, while avoiding
contact with opponents. The team with the most water in the bucket after 30 seconds wins.
Balloon shoot
One team in the middle of the square defends a large tub from water balloons thrown by other teams.
But, the defenders can only block balloons with their feet. Some will block balloons while lying on
their backs in a circle around the tub, and some will stay standing and jump to block the balloons.
Soaking soccer
Players will try to knock a ball out of the circle with water bottles, squirt guns, hoses & balloons.
Players may not touch the ball with anything but water. Do not allow the ball to cross your color line.
3-5 players will be in the middle of the square, while the rest of the team is on the color line acting as
goalies.
Rain in the face
The team lines up single file. The first player has a plastic cup and there is a tub of water at the
opposite end of the course. The first player runs up to the tub, fills the cup, runs back and throws the
water in the face of the next person. The cup is then passed off and the first player goes to the end of
the line. The relay is repeated until the entire team has gone.
Captains Catch
The Captain sits in a chair with an empty bowl resting in his lap and the players stand 15-20 feet away
with soaked splash balls. Each team member throws two balls at the bowl. The captain cannot move
the bowl, but may act as a backstop. The team with the most successful throws wins.
Water Relays
The team will line up with a water tub on one end of the line and a target on the other end and they will
pass water down the line towards the target. The team could be standing, sitting or lying down. The
water could be passed overhead, and it could be passed with a variety of holders. The target could be a
bucket or bottle, and it could be on the ground or held by some person (usually the captain).
Fill a bucket, with or without holes.
Ice cube trays, Frisbees, etc to pass water.
Sit down, legs apart, straddled, pass water back over the heads.
Run to line with paper cup, hold cup with teeth, captain fills cup, player drinks water.
Pass upside down water bottle down the line, try to cover hole with hands.
Team lies on their backs, head to toe, and passes water from one end to the other.

